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Abstract. Nowadays, Coronavirus (COVID-19) considered one of the most critical pandemics in the earth. This is due its
ability to spread rapidly between humans as well as animals. COVID-19 expected to outbreak around the world, around 70 %
of the earth population might infected with COVID-19 in the incoming years. Therefore, an accurate and efficient diagnostic
tool is highly required, which the main objective of our study. Manual classification was mainly used to detect different
diseases, but it took too much time in addition to the probability of human errors. Automatic image classification reduces
doctors diagnostic time, which could save human’s life. We propose an automatic classification architecture based on deep
neural network called Worried Deep Neural Network (WDNN) model with transfer learning. Comparative analysis reveals
that the proposed WDNN model outperforms by using three pre-training models: InceptionV3, ResNet50, and VGG19 in
terms of various performance metrics. Due to the shortage of COVID-19 data set, data augmentation was used to increase
the number of images in the positive class, then normalization used to make all images have the same size. Experimentation
is done on COVID-19 dataset collected from different cases with total 2623 where (1573 training, 524 validation, 524 test).
Our proposed model achieved 99,046, 98,684, 99,119, 98,90 in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, F-score, respectively. The
results are compared with both the traditional machine learning methods and those using Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs). The results demonstrate the ability of our classification model to use as an alternative of the current diagnostic tool.
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1. Introduction

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by criti-
cal acute respiratory syndrome. This disease was first
identified in 2019 in Wuhan, the capital of Hubei
province in central China, and spread globally which
led to the 2019–20 coronavirus pandemic [1]. The
outbreak of a novel coronavirus COVID-19 infection
has posed significant threats to international health
and the economy. It has popular symptoms includ-
ing fever, cough, shortness of breath nevertheless,
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muscle pain; sputum production, diarrhea, and sore
throat are less common. Computer-aided diagnostic
(CAD) systems have been developed to benefit doc-
tors in rapid diagnosis, using information from CT
scan images [2]. Depending on the unique attributes
presented in the medical images, CAD systems may
provide the diagnosis [3, 4]. These systems typi-
cally use pre-processing steps, extraction attributes,
selection and classification to categorize Infected/
Not Infected CT scanning images. In the literature,
several methods were proposed which employ clas-
sical machine learning algorithms to detect CT scan
images [5, 6]. These studies have suggested solutions
based on algorithms of deep learning. Chest CT scan
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of COVID-19 cases is based on detecting the opacity
and peripheral lung consolidation [7–9]. These find-
ings are totally different from Lung related cases, in
which they are searching for either lung nodules or
effusion [10]. The characteristic features of COVID-
19 lung lesion are destructive to lung parenchyma,
which radiologically seen as white patches starting
from lung edges to its center. Artificial Intelligence
techniques simulate the idea of human brain to clas-
sify 2D images by encoding object orientations to
distinguish many objects. Recently, Machine Learn-
ing (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) algorithms have
made great improvements [11] upon automatically
diagnosing diseases and made diagnostics cheaper
and more accessible [12]. DL algorithms can teach
how to see samples similarly to the way doctors see
them. It needs many firm inputs to learn such as Diag-
nosing covid-19 virus based on CT scan. DL models
can analyze many cases to detect whether chest CT
reveals any abnormalities in the lung [13]. Computer
vision and DL are solving many vision problems in
medicine and in all other fields. The lack of data is
a common challenge especially when deep Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNNs) was used on these
small data Because of this challenge, using 2D CT
scan images of the COVID-19 Virus became more
complex. Contract Tomography (CT) images are an
important tool in medical imaging to diagnose several
diseases [14, 15]. Physicians usually relied on using
manual or semi-automatic techniques to study organ
shape and texture anomalies of CT scans. Accord-
ing to the main aim of this work which is classifying
COVID-19, The primary diagnosis of the lung using
CT is very important Deep learning starts overfitting
when the data size is small. Pre-trained DCNN mod-
els with transfer learning were developed to solve
this problem of overfitting, and so far, only few works
have experimented them for CT scan images [16–18].
This paper explained the capability of the pre-trained
DCNN models with transfer learning on different
versions of Covid-19 cases.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. Woried Deep Neural Network transfer learning
(WDNN) is proposed to classify the patients as
COVID Infected or Not Infected.

2. The proposed model is utilized to extract fea-
tures by using its own learned weights on the
ImageNet dataset along with a convolutional
neural architecture.

3- Comparing between various models of deep
convolutional networks is to deploy them for

CT scan images classification using the con-
cept of transfer learning and achieving a robust
improvement with COVID-19 dataset.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the Related Works. Section 3 introduces the
Methods. Section 4 introduces a proposed work. Sec-
tion 5 Implementation and Evaluation. Section 6
presents conclusions and future works.

2. Related works

We compare the performance of the proposed
model with some of the related classification of
COVID-19 CT images that used deep learning as
shown in Table 1. Image classification infection
involves a sequence of operations. Image Pre-
processing, Feature extraction and Classification.
Preprocessing removes undesired noise presented in
the acquired CT image for better visualization and
further analysis. Feature extraction extracts insights
from the erythrocytes like color [19]. Extracted fea-
tures are classified as infected and non-infected
images by using deep learning algorithms. Different
methods have been proposed for preprocessing CT
images for enhancement especially parts of images
[20]. Gao et al. [4] developed a Dual-branch Com-
bination Network (DCN) for COVID-19 diagnosis.
Their work reached a classification accuracy 92.87%
on. Wang et al. [14] presented a deep learning meth-
ods for extract COVID-19’s for helping a clinical
diagnosis ahead of the pathogenic test. They test their
model by using a collected 453 CT images of COVID-
19 patients where 217 images were used as the
training set the validation achieved a total accuracy
of 82.9% with specificity of 80.5% and sensitivity
of 84%applied deep learning methods for extracting
COVID-19’s specific graphical features and provid-
ing a clinical diagnosis ahead of the pathogenic test.
The results proved that this work saves critical time
for diagnosis. Jin et al. [16] applied typical data aug-
mentation techniques to increase the diversity of data
(randomly flipped, panned, and zoomed images for
more variety), that had been shown to improve the
generalization ability for the trained model. Ying et al.
[17] developed a deep learning lung CT classification
model to detection the cases with COVID-19. They
automatically extract radiographic features of the
ground-glass opacity from radiographs. They built a
pneumonia architecture by using 100 bacterial pneu-
monia and 88 COVID-19 cases. They reached to
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Table 1
Related studies for diagnosis of covid-19

Literature Method Results
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity AUC

Gao et al. [4] DCN 95.99% 89.14% 98.04% 0.9755
Wang et al. [14] CNN 83% 84% 80.5% ——–
Jin et al. [16] U-Net+ 82.9% 97.4 % 92.2 % —–
Ying et al. [17] DCNN 90.1% ——- —— 0.976
Chao et al. [21] CNN ——— 96.1% ——- 0.884
Chen et al. [22] CNN 98.61% —— —– ——-
Ying et al. [23] CNN ———- 93% ——– 0.99
Coudray et al. [2] CNN —– —– 0.97
Gozes et al. [29]. CNN ——— 98.2% 92.2% 0.996
Ko et al. [26] CNN 99.87% 99.58% 100% —–

AUC of 0.91 in the image level, and AUC of 0.95
in the human standard. Chao et al. [21] used holistic
information of patients including both imaging and
non-imaging data for outcome prediction. The experi-
mental results demonstrated that adding non-imaging
features can significantly improve the performance
of prediction to achieve accuracy up to 0.884 and
sensitivity 96.1%. Chen et al. [22] applied two data
augmentation operations. In the first operation. They
rotated each image into 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦. In
the second operation, the horizontal flipping, verti-
cal flipping, and channel flipping were used. Ying et
al. [23] proposed a model could identify the main
lesion characteristics, ground-glass opacity, which
can greatly help in assisting doctors in diagnosis. The
diagnosis for a patient may be done in 30 seconds, and
the Tianhe-2 supercomputer implementation enables
simultaneous execution of thousands of tasks.

Xu et al. [24] suggested a model for distinguishing
COVID-19 pneumonia from Influenza-A viral pneu-
monia and healthy pulmonary CT images using deep
learning techniques. The regions of the candidate
infection were first segmented using a 3-dimensional
deep learning model from a set of pulmonary CT
images. Coudray et al. [2] proposed a deep learning
model for detecting COVID-19 called (COV Net) in
which visual characteristics from COVID-19 volu-
metric chest CT scans are extracted. To check the
model’s robustness, Community Acquired Pneumo-
nia (CAP) and other non-pneumonia CT tests were
used. Gozes et al. [25]. proceed with an evaluation
of the ability to detect at the case-level for COVID-
19 vs non-COVID-19 virus cases. They implement
the image classification on the Chinese patients. they
used 56 cases with COVID-19 CT images and for
non-COVID-19 cases. Using the positive ratio as a
decision feature and achieving a sensitivity of 98.2%
with 92.2% specificity. Ko et al. [26] Present a model

by using a radiologists performance in COVID-19
from other viral pneumonia, the ranges of sensitivity
and specificity were 83% and 96.5%, respectively.
They aimed to rapidly develop an AI technique using
all available CT images from our institution as well
as publicly available data. Zhang et al. [27] suggested
a CT scans of 2460 COVID-19 patients using AI
Assistant Analysis architecture for accurately diag-
nosis various anatomical models of the lung to detect
infection Lungs and calculate the percentage of infec-
tion in the lungs. They applied the model on CT
scans of 2215 patients showed multiple lesions of
which 36 and 50 patients had left and right lung
infections.

This paper presents a Deep Learning Neural Net-
work (WDNN) that uses different algorithms and
techniques to automatically classify 2D CT scan
mages of COVID-19 virus with high accuracy rate
and low error rate. It uses a deep convolutional neu-
ral network for automated classification for CT scan
image of COVID-19 virus. It applies transfer learning
to three different pre-trained models [28–30].

3. Methods

CNN contains several neural networks. Usually,
the main two layers used in the deep network are
convolutional and pooling layer [31, 32]. The depth
of each filter in the deep network increases from left
to right. The previous layer before the classification
layer and after convolutional layers usually could
be consisted of one or more fully connected layers.
There are different ways for using a pre-trained model
such as feature extraction, by replacing the number
of layers from a pre-trained network and fine-tune all
layers or Freeze initial layers and train the replaced
layers only [21, 33].
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3.1. Transfer learning

In computer vision, transfer learning is a good solu-
tion to use pre-trained models instead of building a
deep model from scratch. A pre-trained model could
be used with a different dataset but in the same domain
[34]. Transfer learning has been applied to three com-
mon pre-trained models (InceptionV3, Residual50,
and VGG19) to classify CT scan images to acceler-
ate the training and testing processes for improving
the overall accuracy and reducing error rate as shown
in Fig. 1.

4. The proposed work

DL achieves a unique success in computer vision
challenges including image classification This paper
uses DL algorithms for diagnosing Covid-19 virus
depends on 2D CT scan images. Figure 3 illustrates
the proposed WDNN model, which is composed of
four main steps, namely, (i) Data Preparation (DP)
(ii) Pre-Trained model (PT), (iii) Feature Extraction
(FS) and (iv) Classifier and loss function (CL). Dur-
ing DP, neural network processed to prepare the data
by using pre-processing and data augmentation for
use in training and testing. PT is applied for solving
the problem of Lack training data and reducing the
total training time. FS is used to elect the most effec-
tive features to be used for the detection purpose and
accordingly reduces the detection model complex-
ity as well as the dimensionality of the input data.
CL minimize the error for each training data dur-
ing the learning process [35]. The proposed model
based on using transfer learning and applying WDNN
model for classification CT scan images of Covid-19
virus. The four steps of the proposed WDNN will be
explained in more details. The outline of proposed
architecture is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. A brief illustration of the mechanism for transfer learning.

4.1. Data preparation (DP)

In Data Preparation (DP) step, the data prepare
for use during the model training and testing. The
Collected data is then saved in csv excel file [12].
Then, further analysis is done for preparing the data
to be used in next stages. Data analysis includes
three rounds, which are (i) Data Augmentation that
is used to artificially expand the dataset and to avoid
over fitting of the model. (ii) Data Normalization,
which converts non-numeric data elements into a
standardized numeric representation. The effects of
Data Preparation are shown in Fig. 4 and Algorithm
I describe the steps of it.

4.2. Pre-trained model (PT)

A pre-trained model is already pre-trained on a
large data set (ImageNet) with lots of diverse image
classes. Given this fact, the model was assumed to
have taught a robust feature hierarchy, which is static
spatial, rotational, and translation in relation to the
features that CNN models learned. Hence, the model,
after learning a good feature representation of over
a million images belonging to 1,000 different cate-
gories, can serve as a good extractor of new images
suitable for computer vision problems. These new
images may not be present at all in the ImageNet
dataset or may be from completely different classes,
but the model must still be able to extract the rele-
vant features from these images. In Fig. 5 the main
outlines of Reusing pre-trained models on image clas-
sification. The proposed model depends on loading
pretrained models that trained in large number of
images [36]. Replacing final layers according to every
pre-trained model where new layer learn features spe-
cific to Covid-19 dataset. The model become suitable
for training with training options, then predict and
testing the performance of the model [37].

Fig. 2. The general example for feature extraction of CT scan
image.
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Fig. 3. The outlines steps for the proposed work, where it illustrated the sequence of our proposed work from the input layer after pre-
possessing and reusing the pre-trained model(VGG-19 or Resnet-50 or Inceptionc3) by replacing the final layers according to the type of it,
then using the Global average pooling to minimize overfitting by reducing the total number of parameters in the model by reducing the spatial
dimensions of a 3-dimensional tensor. Batch normalization is important for helping the model faster and more stable after fully connected
layers.

Fig. 4. Samples of the data preparation before the training stage.

4.2.1. Inception V3
Inception V3 is used as pre-trained model by apply-

ing it with 1000 classes. The idea of transfer learning

is based on reusing the feature extraction section and
re-training the classification section with new dataset.
In this paper, The DWDNN based InceptionV3 model
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Fig. 5. The main steps of reusing the models on image classification.

for the classification of COVID-19 CT scan images
to Infected or Not Infected. In addition, that applied
transfer learning technique that was realized by using
ImageNet data to overcome the insufficient data and
training time. CT images are taken as input, Incep-
tion V3 is applied, convolution, pooling, softmax, and
fully connected processes are performed. About to
complete these tasks, they are classified according to
different training modules.

4.2.2. Residual neural network (ResNet50)
Residual blocks used to reparametrize features

using the identity function. Adding residual blocks
increases the function complexity in a well-defined
manner. The proposed model trains an effective deep
neural network by having residual blocks pass data
through cross-layer. Skip connection in ResNet50
relieves vanishing gradient by adding an alternate
shortcut way for gradient to flow over it [38]. It trains
the model by using an identity function that shows
that the higher layer will do at least as good as the
lower layer, and not worse. It has 5 stages each with
a convolution and Identity block. Each convolution
block contains 3 convolution layers, and each iden-
tity block has 3 convolution layers. It has more than
23 million trainable parameters.

4.2.3. Visual geometry group (VGG19)
VGG19 usually refers to a deep convolutional

network for object recognition. It is used as good clas-
sification architecture for many other datasets. Since
the authors made it available to the public, it can be
modified for other similar tasks. The weights of VGG
are easily available with other frameworks like keras.
The proposed architecture depends on VGG19 that
achieved by experimenting deeper and faster auto-
matic classification 15.

4.3. Feature extraction (FS)

The network requires input images of size 512-by-
512-by-3, but the images in the image data stores have
different sizes. To automatically resize the training
and test images before they are input to the net-
work, create augmented image data stores, specify
the desired image size, and use these data stores
as input arguments to activati [39, 40]. The net-
work constructs a hierarchical representation of input
images. Deeper layers contain higher-level features,
constructed using the lower-level features of earlier
layers. To get the feature representations of the train-
ing and test images, use activations on the global
pooling layer at the end of the network. The global
pooling layer pools the input features over all spa-
tial locations, giving 512 features in total. FS is used
to elect the most effective features to be used for the
detection purpose, and accordingly reduces the detec-
tion model complexity as well as the dimensionality
of the input data. The pre-trained model may be used
as a standalone program to extract features from CT
scan images. Specifically, the extracted features of
an image may be a vector of numbers that the model
will use to describe the specific features in an image.
These features can then be used as input in the devel-
opment of a new model. The last few layers of the
VGG16 model are fully connected layers prior to the
output layer [41]. These layers will provide a com-
plex set of features to describe a given input. The
pre-trained model may be used as a standalone pro-
gram to extract features from CT scan images. Region
feature extractors process square image neighbor-
hoods and represent its central pixel by the resulting
feature vector. This is useful to account for local spa-
tial information and structure in images as shown in
Fig. 2.
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Algorithm 1 introduces the proposed transfer model in detail.
Let D = Inception V3, Resnet (50), VGG19 be the set of transfer
models. Each deep transfer model is fine-tuned with the
COVID-19 CT Images dataset (X,Y); where X the set of N input
data, each of size, 512 lengths × 512 widths, and Y have the
identical class, Y = {y/y∈ {Infected;Not Infected }}.

Input data: COVID-19 CT Images (X, Y); where Y =
{y/y∈ {Infected; Not Infected}}
Output data: The transfer model that detected the
COVID-19 CT image x ∈ X
Begin:
// Pre-processing steps:
{
modify the CT input to dimension 512 height × 512 width
Generate CT images using data preparation operations
download and reuse transfer models D = {Inception V3 or
Resnet (50) or VGG (19)
}
Replace the last layer of each transfer model by (4 × 1)
layer dimension.
For each d ∈ D do

� = 0.0001
for epochs = 1 to 50 do
for each mini-batch (Xi; Yi) ∈ (Xtrain;Ytrain) do
Modify the coefficients of the transfer d (·)

end
end
if the error rate is increased for five epochs then

� = � × 0.01
End
// Testing steps:
for each ∈Xtest do
the outcome of all transfer architectures, d ∈ D

5. Implementation and evaluation

5.1. Experimentation setup

Experiments are performed using a DELL com-
puter equipped with a core i7 processor, 8 GB RAM.
Python3.5 is used to execute the coded program with
Tensor flow-keras environment.

5.2. COVID-19 CT scan image dataset

CT is currently the best medical imaging procedure
for the correct diagnosis of COVID-19. Computer
aided diagnosis can play a crucial role in control-
ling the pandemic. CNN is affected by the amount of
data in the training stage, In the case of Diagnosing
COVID-19 virus (Infected, Not Infected) as shown
in Fig. 6 and lacking the datasets from the Internet.
Kaggle site produces COVID-chest-CT scan dataset
and creating two folders for two classes (Infected,
Not Infected). It is dedicated to solving the automatic
classification of 2D CT images to diagnose diseases
and guide the image and the visualization of med-

ical data. The dataset contains 2623 unlabeled data
CT scan images into1573 training, 524 validation and
524 test sets with a ratio of 60:20:20.

5.3. Performance measures

Several performance measures are used to vali-
date the effectiveness of pre-trained DCNN models
with transfer learning by using Sensitivity, specificity,
and accuracy which are the most chosen measures.
Precise classification is Related to the quality and
specificity of the Terms: true positive (TP), true neg-
ative (TN) (FN), and (FP) false positive. TP is the
abnormal number of images which are categorized
as irregular, TN is the normal number Images which
are classified as regular, FP is the normal number
of Photos that are labeled abnormal, and FN is the
number of abnormal photos that are labeled normal.
Sensitivity to mathematics and its specificity is given
as

Accuracy = TN + TP

TP + FP + TN + FN
(1)

Precision = TP

TP + FP
(2)

Recall = TP

TP + FN
(3)

F1 − score = 2TP

2TP + FP + FN
(4)

The measures outlined above are effective only in
The Balanced Dataset Scenario. Unbalanced data sets
require further testing by means of additional perfor-
mance metrics. Additional indices were calculated
from the confusion matrix generated, which includes
precision, false positives, Error, F-score; the method
suggested in [45] was used for calculation.

5.4. Training using several pre-trained
architecture

In this section, comparing WDNN architecture
with Inception, Residual and VGG common neural
network architecture and by using 2624 slice CT scan
images for 10 Covid-19 cases.

5.4.1. Inception V3
In this paper, we use Inception V3 that focus on

Salient parts in the image which may have very
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Fig. 6. Samples of Slides of CT scan of COvid-19 cases.

large variation in size. The classifiers did not con-
tribute much until the end of the training process,
when precision was nearing saturation so add the
ad delta Optimizer, Batch Norm in the Auxiliary
Classifiers for improving the network. After training
WDNN model depends on Inception V3 pre-trained
model and using 10 epochs only the average accu-
racy is not satisfied as shown in Fig. 7.a, Fig. 7.b
the results of loss and accuracy. It reached to accu-
racy 86.26 %, 84.34%, 84.5%, 82.03%, Accuracy,
precision, Recall, F-score, respectively. Enhancing
the total accuracy on this proposed work depends on
increasing the number of epochs to 50 epochs and
observation the results. The average accuracy and
total performance are increased to 96.19%, 95.28%,
96.8%,96.03%, Accuracy, precision, Recall, F-score,
respectively as shown in Fig. 8.a and Fig. 8.b. The best
performance of model by using Inception V3 is after
100 epochs that reached to 98.47%,98.68%, 97.83%,
98.25%, Accuracy, precision, Recall, F-score, respec-
tively. Increasing the number of epochs of training is
an efficient way for enhancement the performance of
the model without overfitting as shown in Fig. 9.a and
Fig. 9.b.
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Fig. 7.a. Loss of WDNN model depends on Inception V3 and 10
epochs on training.
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Fig. 7.b. The average accuracy of WDNN model depends on
Inception V3 and 10 epochs on training.

Fig. 8.a. Loss of WDNN model depends on Inception V3 and 50
epochs on training.
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Fig. 8.b. The average accuracy of WDNN model depends on
Inception V3 and50 epochs on training.
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Fig. 9.a. The average accuracy of WDNN model depends on
Inception V3 and100 epochs on training.
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Fig. 9.b. The average accuracy of WDNN model depends on
Inception V3 and100 epochs on training.

5.4.2. Residual Neural Network (ResNet50)
The idea Residual (Skip Connection) is a very

interesting extension to CNNs that have empiri-
cally shown to increase performance in ImageNet
classification. These layers can be used in other
tasks requiring Deep networks as well as image
classification. After training WDNN model depends
on Inception V3 pre-trained model and using 10
epochs only the average accuracy is not satisfied
as shown in Fig. 10.a, Fig. 10.b the results of loss
and accuracy. It reached to 86.83%,84.34%,87.5%
87.5%Accuracy, precision, Recall ,F-score, respec-
tively. Enhancing the total accuracy on this proposed
work depends on increasing the number of epochs
to 50 epochs and observation the results as shown
in Fig. 11.a and Fig. 11.b. The total performance is
increased to 96.95%,96.8%,97.19%,96.99% Accu-
racy, precision, Recall, F-score, respectively.The
best performance of model by using Incep-
tion V3 is after 100 epochs that reached to
98.85%,99.12%,98.69%,98.91% Accuracy, preci-
sion, Recall, F-score, respectively.Increasing the
number of epochs of training is an efficient way for
enhancement the performance of the model without
overfitting as shown in Fig. 12.a and Fig. 12.b.
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Fig. 10.a. Loss of WDNN model depends Resnet (50) and 10
epochs on training.
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Fig. 10.b. Accuracy of WDNN model depends Resnet (50) and 10
epochs on training.
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Fig. 11.a. Loss of WDNN model depends Resnet (50) and 50
epochs on training.
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Fig. 11.b. Accuracy of WDNN model depends Resnet (50) and 50
epochs on training.

5.4.3. Visual geometry group (VGG19)
VGG is focusing on smaller window sizes and

strides in the first convolutional layer, the total
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Training data size
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Fig. 12.a. Loss of WDNN model depends Resnet (50) and 100
epochs on training.
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Fig. 12.b. Accuracy of WDNN model depends Resnet (50) and
100 epochs on training.

architecture is mentioned above. VGG-19 has many
weight layers leads to improve performance. It
reached to 87.5%,87.5%,86.78%, 97.33%Accuracy
precision, Recall F-score, respectively as shown in
Fig. 13.a and Fig. 13.b.

Enhancing the total accuracy on this proposed
work depends on increasing the number of epochs
to 50 epochs and observation the results. The aver-
age accuracy and total performance are increased to
97.33%97.45%,97.45%,97.45%Accuracy, precision,
Recall, F-score, respectively as shown in Fig. 14.a
and Fig. 14.b. The best performance of model
by using Inception V3 is after 100 epochs that
reached to 99,046%,98,684%,99,12%,98,90% Accu-
racy, precision, Recall,F-score, respectively as shown
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Fig. 13.a. Loss of WDNN model depends VGG (19) and 10 epochs
on training.
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Fig. 13.b. Accuracy of WDNN model depends VGG (19) and 10
epochs on training.
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Fig. 14.a. Loss of WDNN model depends VGG (19) and 50 epochs
on training.
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Fig. 14.b. Accuracy of WDNN model depends VGG (19) and 50
epochs on training.

in Fig. 15.a and Fig. 15.b. Increasing the number of
epochs of training is an efficient way for enhancement
the performance of the model without overfitting.
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Fig. 15.a. Loss of WDNN model depends VGG (19) and 100
epochs on training.
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Fig. 15.b. Accuracy of WDNN model depends VGG (19) and 100
epochs on training.

5.5. Confusion matrix

The confusion matrix is for predictive analysis that
gives information about how your machine classifier
has performed [42]. It matrices are used to visualize
important predictive analytics like Accuracy, preci-

sion, Recall, F-score. Confusion matrices are useful
because they give direct comparisons of values like
True Positives, False Positives, True Negatives and
False Negatives. In contrast, other machine learning
classification metrics like “Accuracy” give less use-
ful information, as Accuracy is simply the difference
between correct predictions divided by the total num-
ber of predictions. The predicted class probabilities of
Inception V3, Resnet (50) and VGG (19) respectively
after 10 epochs training as shown in Fig. 16 where
it has some difference in prediction from three pre-
trained models. the predicted class probabilities of
Inception V3, Resnet (50) and VGG (19) respectively
after 50 epochs training as shown in Fig. 17 where
it more enhanced about the first 10-epochs training.
Finally,WDNN model is trained about 100 epochs for
CT scan images of COVID-19 that more robust and
effection that is shown in Fig. 18 where the predicted
class probabilities of Inception V3, Resnet (50) and

Fig. 16. The predicted class probabilities of Inception V3, Resnet (50) and VGG (19) respectively after 10 epochs training.

Fig. 17. The predicted class probabilities of Inception V3, Resnet (50) and VGG (19) respectively after 50 epochs training
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Table 2
Presents the overall comparison between using WDNN architecture with the pre-trained model for automatic classification of CT scan of

COVID-19 dataset after 10 and 50 epochs

Pre-trained Result
model ACC Precision Recall F-score ACC Precision Recall F-score

10 epochs 50 epochs

Inceptionv3 86.26 84.34 84.5 82.03 96.19 95.28 96.8 96.03
ResNet50 86.83 84.34 87.5 87.5 96.95 96.8 97.19 96.99
VGG19 87,79 87.5 87.5 86.78 97.33 97.45 97.45 97.45

Fig. 18. predicted class probabilities of Inception V3, Resnet (50) and VGG (19) respectively after 100 epochs training.

VGG (19) respectively after 100 epochs training and
clculation accuracy,Precision, Recall and F-score as
mentiend above.

6. Discussion

Currently, the use of machine learning especially
deep neural networks become more reliable and
robustness to detect, discover, diagnosis, and classify
COVID-19 cases. In this work, we used inception
version three as well as ResNet50 and VGG19 to
train and validate the input features extracted from
COVID-19 CT images. Moreover, from the above
results, we can conclude that the accuracy of the
WDNN proposed model scenario is determined based
on both loss and accuracy measures which depend
on the error of the data including the loss function
for training, testing, and validation data. We found
that the data loss reached 100 epochs that indicated
the more established proposed model. The resulting
achieved 99,046, 98,684, 99,119, 98,90 In terms of
Accuracy, precision, recall, F-score, respectively. In
this paper, we present the ability of AI to help in the
detection of the COVID-19 virus. This is the robust
report to our knowledge in the searches developed to

Table 3
Presents the overall comparison between using WDNN
architecture with the pre-trained model for automatic

classification of CT scan of COVID-19 dataset after 100 epochs

Pre-trained Result
model ACC Precision Recall F-score

100 epochs

Inception v3 98.47 98.68 97.83 98.25
ResNet50 98.85 99.12 98.69 98.91
VGG19 99,046 98,684 99,12 98,90

detect and characterize the progression of COVID19.
A rapidly developed AI-based automated CT image
model can achieve high accuracy in the detection of
COVID-19 cases. Using deep-learning image analy-
sis algorithms developed, we achieved classification
results for Infected vs. Non-Infected cases per CT
images of on datasets.

7. Conclusions

COVID-19 is similar in the behaviors with viral
pneumonia then, the spreading rate of the virus made
the situation hard to be under control. CT imag-
ing results of COVID-19 show that various findings
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according to other clinical studies. CT images help
to diagnose COVID-19 easily. This paper presented
WDNN model to classify COVID-19 virus based on
CT images based on the pre-trained models Inception
v3, Resnet(50), and VGG(19) that has been proved
an effective and promising tool to extract and clas-
sify features from images. The results are compared
with both the traditional machine learning methods
and those using CNNs which reflects the feasibility
of image classification based on deep learning. The
related studies are generally medical studies. This
paper has studied COVID-19 images in the classifica-
tion field. For this aim, the dataset conversion needs to
be increased. The machine learning methods should
be implemented more on CT abdominal images when
this data will be shared to literature.
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